Thomas Asterby / Asgarby

researched by Christopher North

The church at Welton le Wold is a mid-19th century structure with a medieval tower. Set into the
floor of the chancel, laid directly before the altar is a medieval grave slab. This commemorates the
burial in 1420 of Thomas who had been the rector here. The slab is 3 feet wide by 6 feet 7 inches
long [0.91m x 2.01m] and is cut from a very fine stone. The patron of Welton church, the Gilbertine
nunnery at North Ormsby, appears to have had sufficient wealth to purchase such an expensive
monument.

This part of the inscription reads ' de Welton iuxta Ludam ' [of Welton near to Louth], which
distinguishes this parish from the two other Weltons in Lincolnshire. Although the smaller lettering
is 2 inches high it is very difficult to read in places. This is because it is carved in a decorative script
that is hard to decipher and parts of the surface are very worn. Unfortunately, the area most badly
affected includes where Thomas' surname lies. It is probably where the numerous priests over the
last 600 years have stood and turned to face the congregation, grinding the incised lettering almost
smooth. This erasure has led to a controversy, because two antiquarians visited the church in the
past and recorded different versions of the inscription.
The first was Gervase Holles an antiquarian from Grimsby, who was the MP there in 1640 and a
royalist. During the Civil War he was the Colonel of a Foot regiment that he had raised at his own
cost and fought at Edgehill. The exact date of his visit to Welton is unrecorded, but it was most
likely in the second half of the 1630's.
Source:

Lincolnshire Church Notes, 1634-42, Gervase Holles, ed. R.E.G. Cole, 1911, Lincoln Record
Society [LRS] 1, pp128-9

He recorded the slab in the chancel as following:
'Hic jacet Thomas Asgarby Rector | Eccliæ de Welton juxta Ludam | qui obiit . . . . .
die . . . . . Aňo dňi | MCCCCXX cujus animæ etc.'
The next historian was William Monson.
Source:

Lincolnshire Church Notes, 1828-40, Wm J. Monson, ed. J. Monson, 1936, LRS 31, p407

“Notes taken in the church of Welton, 14 August 1833. On an old stone in the chancel, round
the edge, in old character:
'Hic iacet | do[mi]n[us] Thomas Asterby dudum rector Eccl[es]ie de Welton
juxta | Ludam qui obiit . . . . . die mensis . . . . . Anno d'ni MCCCCXX cuius
anime p[r]opicientur | deus. Amen.'”

The vertical lines within these texts are where the inscription turns a corner. It is interesting that
both men made mistakes in the details of their recording, even as to where the corners occur, though
they agree in the year of death as 1420. The monumental mason clearly did not know the day or the
month and so left blanks for this information to be filled in later, but it never was. Thomas' surname
is now almost illegible and Monson may well have had difficulty reading it even in 1833. He chose
the name 'Asterby' and included certain words omitted by Holles, such as 'dudum' [formerly] and
added the completion of the inscription to ' whose soul may God find favourable. Amen.'
On the other hand, we might expect Holles to have found the words easier to read 200 years earlier.
He chose the name 'Asgarby'. Both surnames are taken from the names of villages in Lincolnshire,
in the South Riding of Lindsey, so either way Thomas was clearly a local man.
More recently the local history Welton le Wold, by the Welton le Wold History Group, [2010, p9]
suggested the surname of Asterby. It seems a good time before further wear occurs to try and
establish the true surname of Thomas.
After careful photography using a raking light, I have come to the conclusion that the text reads:
Hic jacet | d[omin]us Thomas Asgarby dudum rector eccl[es]ie de Welton
juxta | Ludam qui obiit . . . . . die | mensis . . . . . Anno d[omi]ṅi ṀCCCCXX cuius
anime p[ro]picie[n]tur | deus Amen.
Here lies Master Thomas Asgarby once rector of the church of Welton near Louth who
died . . . . . day [in the] month . . . . . AD 1420 May God find his soul favourable Amen.
The photograph of the surname [below] gives the appearance that there is a 't' in the middle of the
name, but this upper incision is caused by later damage. The first high stroke of the name is part of
the elaborate capital 'A' and is directly comparable with the 'A' of the Amen that finishes the
inscription. The third letter drops below the line of the others, showing it to be a 'g', looking like the
final letter 'y' but in reverse. Working slowly across this name we can [just] see that it is 'Asgarby'.
Without the clues from the antiquarians, it would be now almost impossible to decipher this anew.

Remarkably, this interpretation of the surname is given confirmation from the papal records of the
Vatican.
Source:
'Lateran Regesta 168: 1413-1414', in Calendar of Papal Registers Relating To Great Britain
and Ireland: Volume 6, 1404-1415, ed. W H Bliss and J A Twemlow (London, 1904), pp. 410-421. British
History Online http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-papal-registers/brit-ie/vol6/pp410-421 folio 244
[accessed 20 April 2020].

On 10 February 1414, Thomas Asgardeby, [another spelling] priest, was given papal dispensation to
hold more than one living for up to ten years providing they were compatible. If not, he could
exchange the one that was most disagreeable to him for another that was more compatible with the
one he chose to retain. If he could not find another suitable living, then he must resign one of them.
There is no surviving record as to when Thomas moved to Welton, but it must have been before
1414 as this Vatican record describes him then as rector of Welton, in the diocese of Lincoln.
This dispensation was unusual. Thomas was only one of three priests in the diocese of Lincolnshire
who received this dispensation at this time. It was possibly granted on the grounds of his senior age
and the fact that his living from Welton church was noted as less than 20 marks. This appears to
have been so modest for the time that he was obliged to seek the help of the bishop of Lincoln, who
had managed to obtain the papal approval for him, with looking for additional income from other
church sources. It is not known whether Thomas was successful or not. We cannot be sure whether
he died as poor as the proverbial church mouse or was able to enjoy his last years with a more
comfortable living.
His final reward was a remarkable memorial slab set into the floor of the church where he had last
served. His respectful contemporaries wanted to remember their rector and priest and we can also
do the same, as Thomas Asgarby.

Christopher North, April 2020

